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Abstract

The consumption of alcoholic beverages during the Brazilian Armed Forces working hours was studied for the first time only recently, by investigating the patients of the Center for Chemical Dependency (CEDEQ) of the Brazilian Navy. This was possible mainly because one of the researchers was the chief of this clinic and one of the psychologists of the therapeutic groups. This article discussed methodological aspects related to the role of the researcher when conducting a qualitative research through a dense ethnography in CEDEQ over four years, with participant observation in two treatment groups for 24 sessions. Additionally, a multiple case and explanatory study was carried on, through individual and 13 open-ended interviews. The following findings will be discussed: 1) the social construction of truth and accuracy of the oral statements; 2) reflexivity, transparency, and familiarity of the researcher with the field; 3) impression management, standardized behavior, and resistance to perform the research. The use of the qualitative method requires the assessment of the researcher’s role. The anthropological eye helped to deal with a delicate theme that was hard to access: drinking during the military working journey. We found out that the organization had an ambivalent position: though the Brazilian Navy created this specialized clinic and allowed this research, at the same time this organization was not open to discuss inebriation on board, strictly authorizing the investigation of the patients. This was possible mainly because of the researcher’s social and hierarchical position as an officer, as the chief of the CEDEQ, and for being one of the therapists of the groups. We concluded that this position created an obstacle to apply effective measures to protect the military contingency.
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1. Introduction

The consumption of alcoholic beverages during the Brazilian Armed Forces working hours was studied for the first time only recently. The results of the study undertaken in an outpatient clinic for the treatment of chemical dependency of the Brazilian Navy represented a pioneer initiative. In fact, the naval organization is not available to be investigated, especially if the subject concerns one of its main traditions: drinking on board. Consequently, the best strategy to learn a little about it was to investigate the patients of the Center for Chemical Dependency (CEDEQ) of the Brazilian Navy. This was possible mainly because one of the researchers was the Chief of this clinic and one of the psychologists of the therapeutic groups.

The main objective of the research was to examine the role of the Brazilian Navy work environment in determining the alcoholism of the CEDEQ’s patients. In this manuscript we would not present the findings obtained from the ethnography in the CEDEQ and in the therapeutic groups, neither those derived from the interviews with the patients, because these findings were presented in other opportunities [1]-[19].

This article discusses important methodological aspects that are present throughout this investigation, related to the role of the author as a researcher.

2. Method

Field of Study

The CEDEQ, an outpatient clinic specialized in chemical dependency, unparalleled in the Brazilian Armed Forces, offers a treatment based on group therapy, carried out by psychologists and psychiatrists. Although it is open to all servicemen, the enlisted personnel comprise almost a hundred percent of the patients, while officers rarely seek help on CEDEQ, requiring private sessions instead.

A qualitative research was conducted through a dense ethnography [20] [21] in the CEDEQ over four years, with participant observation [22]-[24] in two treatment groups for 24 sessions. Additionally, a multiple case and explanatory study was carried out, through individual and semi-structured (open-ended) interviews [25], which were recorded and transcribed. Thus, 13 individuals randomly selected from 25 patients could tell their stories in their own way [26], following the relevance of their memories.

3. Results and Discussion

The following findings, that will be presented, are related to the role of the author as a researcher. Although they were not foreseen in the research objectives, because of their relevance, they will be discussed next: 1) the social construction of truth and accuracy of the oral statements; 2) reflexivity, transparency, and familiarity of the researcher with the field; 3) impression management, standardized behavior, and resistance to perform the research.

3.1. The Social Construction of Truth and Accuracy of the Oral Statements

Through ethnography, participant observation, and interviews with CEDEQ’s patients, we could perceive that their experience of alcoholism was determined by the intersection among organic, psychological, cultural, and social aspects. The interpretative understanding of the narratives helped identify certain angles of cultural reality [27], aware that their points of view do not necessarily reflect the “truth” of these patients’ representations of their alcoholism. Their conceptions concerning their “illness” are seen as partial, crossed by streams of cultural traditions. Actually, “reality” comes from a cultural construction; it does not arise from a single source, because it depends on personal perspectives and experiences [28]. In addition, based on constructivist perspective, the interviewer and the interviewees are involved in the construction of meanings [26] [29] [30] on their representations of “illness” and “cure” that varies according to each individual [1]-[7].

Oral statements are usually seen as inaccurate and unrealistic. The interviewer should not focus on capturing the “truths” of respondents, nor trace the genealogy of the facts in order to corroborate or refute data [31]. Therefore, the narratives relied on their invaluable personal experiences. Besides, studies have pointed that the increased familiarity of the researcher with the field of study enhances the chances that individuals present more reliable answers [30] [32].

The narrative is a symbolic practice permanently open to reformulation, which is anchored both in memory and oblivion [33]. The story told by the patients did not follow a chronology, or depended on the mnemonic
ability to recover “accurate” information about the history of the “disease”, since it is not waiting to be discovered. In accordance to this perspective, alcoholism would be a socially constructed phenomenon [34].

3.2. Reflexivity, Transparency, and Familiarity of the Researcher with the Field

The use of the ethnographic method helped to understand their point of views [35]; and the use of the critical ethnography [36] [37] allowed the inspection of their behavior in the organization, examining the historical, social, cultural, and political aspects [25]. Thus, a reflective learning was ensured, based on interactional perspective [38]. In fact, individuals are seen as a product of social interaction [39] [40], highlighting the social and discursive conjunctures in which emerge the multiple subjective experiences of illness, and enabling the understanding of their meanings.

Considering that the results of a qualitative study depend on the transparency with which the search process is described, another key methodological aspect refers to the importance of the interaction between the interviewer and the interviewees. The matter of reflexivity refers to the awareness of the researcher about the influence of certain elements in the interaction with the interviewees. At this stage, the details of the context, as well as the personal characteristics of the patients and the researcher are relevant, such as gender, ethnicity, and social class [41]. The interpretation of the researcher was influenced by her own concepts, though open to criticism and reinterpretation [21]. The researcher’s prejudices must be observed to avoid biases that could interfere with the results. A certain degree of contamination is expected since there is no absolute neutrality [42]. In fact, even the choice of the problem to be studied originated from her sociocultural universe.

Although neutrality may be seen as an illusion [43] [44], her role should be clearly stated and discussed; it should not be taken for granted. In effect, the first author could be considered as “native”, since she works in the field of work. On one hand this enabled her to develop a deeper look, from an angle that a non-native researcher would hardly have access. She had the benefit of being immersed in this universe, making observations over a long period [20]. Consequently, she was able to perceive important issues power relations in the sphere of work.

The proximity of the researcher with the object of the study was a crucial matter of investigation. Because of the researcher’s familiarity with the field, she could be considered as “native”. At first, she believed that the lack of neutrality could disqualify the research. Nevertheless, according to the socio-anthropological eye she understood that a researcher does not have to be “totally neutral” to understand what is going on in a specific area of study. Still, this became a paramount concern of this research, mainly to be aware of the effects of belonging to the field [14].

On the other hand, her hierarchical position before the patients sometimes aroused uncertainties about her objectives. However, her previous acquaintance with patients as Chief of CEDEQ and therapist of the groups helped to reduce skepticism and to establish a positive rapport. Suspicions may be due to the existence of a latent distrust among enlisted personnel about the intentions and attitudes of officers. Historically, a gap between these two segments can be noticed, affected by domain and subjugation episodes, including the use of the whip until the first decades of the twentieth century [1] [13].

The illusion of transparency [23] [45] is one of the biggest challenges of the investigator. In our case, although the first author felt familiar with her field of study, she recognized that such familiarity was apparent, requiring a permanent critical awareness [46]. Thus, she had to deal with the challenge of proximity [47] [48]. Undoubtedly, the dual status of the author, personal and professional, required a constant ethnographic state, that is, a permanent observation [49].

3.3. Impression Management, Standardized Behavior, and Resistance to Perform the Research

During the investigation, a social interaction occurred, elicited by the author and the patients along the interviews and field observations. It involved the control and interpretation of impressions—impression management, due to a certain level of dissimulation in any relationship. Therefore, the researcher played a standardized behavior [50] before the patients, keeping her beliefs and opinions to herself. Indeed, the social-anthropological method accepts this kind of interference, recognizing that it is intrinsic to the research. The researcher had to be aware that both sides always modulate their roles, consciously or not, following the rules of politeness and decorum, by selecting what they want to exhibit or conceal from each other.

For being a member of the Brazilian Navy, the first author had some degree of autonomy to develop the in-
vestigation. She had, full access to the field of study, since she was officially authorized by her hierarchical superiors to conduct the research. Although she had to fulfill all the bureaucratic and academic requirements to develop studies in this clinic, still she had to overcome the institutional resistance for carrying out studies on the tradition of drinking on board. Addition she had to face the discomfort caused in her workplace for being at the university, away from the daily tasks. In fact, the existence of certain barriers to investigate Brazilian military institutions were mentioned by other authors before [51] [52], which appear to be stressed before the issue concerning the tradition of drinking during the work journey and alcoholism among military personnel [1]-[19].

The chances of a civilian researcher obtain permission to conduct investigations in the Brazilian Armed Forces are remote, mainly because these organizations have never been an object of study previously. If that occurred, we believe that a significant number of masks would emerge between the investigator and the naval institution, concealing or revealing information, by selecting the most “appropriate” one. The presence of an external investigator could enhance concealment among the parties involved. As a result, there would be an effort to display the most charming and popular facets of the organization, for instance: the good manners, the neatness of the uniforms, and the cleaning of military facilities. Despite the friendly receptivity, this would not guarantee the researcher’s entrance to the most secret areas of the institution, though the vital zones will remain veiled [50].

Nevertheless, based on the results, we observed that some patients took advantage of this exceptional opportunity of being informants to reveal their opinions about the institution. By assuming this privileged position, uncensored, they could momentarly be divested of their devalued status, free to tell a little about what goes on behind the scenes of the naval organization, because they have little to lose.

In fact, many enlisted personnel may be a burden to the organization, just like the CEDEQ’s patients. In general, the impact of their testimonies tend to be neutralized because they are not considered relevant or true, mainly because they tend to be undervalued [1][16]-[19].

4. Conclusions

Although the Brazilian Navy provides specialized treatment for drug addicts, the institution is more concerned with those who are already affected by the heavy alcohol consumption, because their flaws are visible, like: absenteeism, low productivity in the workplace, family and financial problems, aggressiveness, and disciplinary misdemeanors.

Those who drink “socially” and that do not exhibit visible failures related to alcohol consumption need the proper assistance as well. According to the patients, these drinkers should be helped earlier to avoid the harmful effects of intoxication. In general, when a military is referred to this Center, this substance has already damaged his/her personal and professional lives.

The anthropological eye helped to deal with a delicate theme that was hard to access. In fact, the organization has an ambivalent position. Though the Brazilian Navy created this specialized clinic and allowed this research, at the same time this organization was not open to discuss inebriation on board, strictly authorizing the investigation of the patients, due to the researcher’s social and hierarchical position as an officer, the chief of the CEDEQ, and one of the therapists of the groups.

Finally, this institution seems unaware of what is going on in its core. Meanwhile, it keeps on stimulating alcohol consumption and creating opportunities to feast. As a result, we concluded that it was a challenge to apply effective measures to protect the military contingency.
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